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0OSTFEMINIST MEDIA 
CULTURE 
%LEMENTS OF  A SENSIBILITY
2OSALIND 'ILL
,ONDON 3CHOOL OF  %CONOMICS
@ARSQ@BS   4HE NOTION OF POSTFEMINISM HAS BECOME ONE OF THE MOST 
IMPORTANT IN THE LEXICON OF FEMINIST CULTURAL ANALYSIS 9ET THERE IS 
LITTLE AGREEMENT ABOUT WHAT POSTFEMINISM IS 4HIS ARTICLE ARGUES THAT 
POSTFEMINISM IS BEST UNDERSTOOD AS A DISTINCTIVE SENSIBILITY MADE UP OF A 
NUMBER OF INTERRELATED THEMES 4HESE INCLUDE THE NOTION THAT FEMININITY 
IS A BODILY PROPERTY THE SHIFT FROM OBJECTIFICATION TO SUBJECTIFICATION AN 
EMPHASIS UPON SELFSURVEILLANCE MONITORING AND SELFDISCIPLINE A FOCUS ON 
INDIVIDUALISM CHOICE AND EMPOWERMENT THE DOMINANCE OF A MAKEOVER 
PARADIGM AND A RESURGENCE OF IDEAS ABOUT NATURAL SEXUAL DIFFERENCE %ACH 
OF THESE IS EXPLORED IN SOME DETAIL WITH EXAMPLES FROM CONTEMPORARY 
!NGLO!MERICAN MEDIA )T IS PRECISELY THE PATTERNED ARTICULATION OF THESE 
IDEAS THAT CONSTITUTES A POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY 4HE ARTICLE CONCLUDES WITH 
A DISCUSSION OF THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THIS SENSIBILITY AND CONTEMPORARY 
NEOLIBERALISM
JDXVNQCR   FEMINISM GENDER MEDIA NEOLIBERALISM POSTFEMINISM
)NTRODUCTION
4HE NOTION OF POSTFEMINISM HAS BECOME ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT AND 
CONTESTED TERMS IN THE LEXICON OF FEMINIST CULTURAL ANALYSIS )N RECENT YEARS 
DEBATES ABOUT EVERYTHING FROM THE HISTORY AND EXCLUSIONS OF FEMINISM TO THE 
GENDER CONSCIOUSNESS OR OTHERWISE	 OF YOUNG WOMEN AND THE IDEOLOGICAL 
NATURE OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA HAVE CRYSTALLIZED IN DISAGREEMENTS ABOUT 
POSTFEMINISM !S WITH @POSTMODERNISM BEFORE IT THE TERM HAS BECOME 
OVERLOADED WITH DIFFERENT MEANINGS !S $ICK (EBDIGE 	 NOTED IN 
RELATION TO POSTMODERNISM THIS IS AN INDICATION THAT THERE IS SOMETHING 
OVER WHICH IT  IS WORTH STRUGGLING !RGUMENTS ABOUT POSTFEMINISM ARE 
DEBATES ABOUT NOTHING LESS  THAN THE TRANSFORMATIONS  IN FEMINISMS AND 
TRANSFORMATIONS IN MEDIA CULTURE n AND THEIR MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP
(OWEVER AFTER NEARLY TWO DECADES OF ARGUMENT ABOUT POSTFEMINISM 
THERE IS STILL NO AGREEMENT AS TO WHAT IT IS AND THE TERM IS USED VARIOUSLY 
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AND CONTRADICTORILY TO SIGNAL A THEORETICAL POSITION A TYPE OF FEMINISM 
AFTER THE 3ECOND 7AVE OR A REGRESSIVE POLITICAL STANCE 3UCH DISAGREEMENT 
WOULD NOT NECESSARILY BE CAUSE FOR ALARM BUT MIGHT MERELY BE A SIGN OF 
VIBRANT DEBATE	 WERE IT NOT FOR TWO ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS FIRST THE DIFFICULTY 
OF SPECIFYING WITH ANY RIGOUR THE FEATURES OF POSTFEMINISM SECOND THE 
PROBLEM OF APPLYING CURRENT NOTIONS TO ANY PARTICULAR CULTURAL OR MEDIA 
ANALYSIS 7HAT MAKES A TEXT POSTFEMINIST 7HAT FEATURES NEED TO BE PRE
SENT IN ORDER FOR ANY MEDIA SCHOLAR TO LABEL SOMETHING AS POSTFEMINIST )N 
ORDER TO USE THE TERM @POSTFEMINISM FOR ANALYTICAL PURPOSES AT MINIMUM 
WE NEED TO BE ABLE TO SPECIFY THE CRITERIA USED TO IDENTIFY SOMETHING AS 
POSTFEMINIST
4O THIS END THIS ARTICLE AIMS TO PROPOSE A NEW UNDERSTANDING OF POST
FEMINISM WHICH CAN BE USED TO ANALYSE CONTEMPORARY CULTURAL PRODUCTS 
)T SEEKS TO ARGUE THAT POSTFEMINISM IS BEST THOUGHT OF AS A SENSIBILITY THAT 
CHARACTERIZES INCREASING NUMBERS OF FILMS TELEVISION SHOWS ADVERTISEMENTS 
AND OTHER MEDIA PRODUCTS %LSEWHERE 'ILL FORTHCOMING	 ) HAVE DISCUSSED 
THE THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THIS CONCEPTUALIZATION HIGHLIGHTING THE PROBLEMS 
OF THREE DOMINANT ACCOUNTS OF POSTFEMINISM WHICH REGARD IT AS AN EPISTE
MOLOGICAL OR POLITICAL POSITION IN THE WAKE OF FEMINISMS ENCOUNTER WITH 
@DIFFERENCE !LICE  "ROOKS  ,OTZ  9EATMAN 	 AN 
HISTORICAL SHIFT WITHIN FEMINISM $OW  (OLLOWS   -OSELEY 
AND 2EAD  2ABINOVITZ 	 OR AS A BACKLASH AGAINST FEMINISM &ALUDI 
 7HELEHAN  7ILLIAMSON 	 2ATHER THAN DEFENDING THE 
ARGUMENT FOR CONSIDERING POSTFEMINISM AS A SENSIBILITY THIS ARTICLE BEGINS 
THE PROCESS OF EXPLORING AND TENTATIVELY EXPLICATING THE THEMES OR FEATURES 
THAT CHARACTERIZE THIS SENSIBILITY 4O DO SO RATHER THAN STAYING CLOSE TO THE 
RELATIVELY FEW	 TEXTS THAT HAVE DOMINATED DISCUSSIONS OF POSTFEMINISM 
SUCH AS 3EX !ND 4HE #ITY !LLY -C"EAL AND $ESPERATE (OUSEWIVES IT WILL 
ENGAGE WITH EXAMPLES FROM A RANGE OF DIFFERENT MEDIA n FROM TALK SHOWS TO 
LAD MAGAZINES AND FROM @CHICK LIT TO ADVERTISING )T HOPES TO DEMONSTRATE 
THE UTILITY OF THE NOTION OF POSTFEMINISM AS A SENSIBILITY AND TO CONTRIBUTE 
TO THE TASK OF UNPACKING POSTFEMINIST MEDIA CULTURE
5NPACKING POSTFEMINIST MEDIA CULTURE
4HIS ARTICLE WILL ARGUE THAT POSTFEMINISM IS UNDERSTOOD BEST NEITHER AS 
AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE NOR AS AN HISTORICAL SHIFT NOR SIMPLY	 AS 
A BACKLASH IN WHICH ITS MEANINGS ARE PRESPECIFIED 2ATHER POSTFEMINISM 
SHOULD BE CONCEIVED OF AS A SENSIBILITY &ROM THIS PERSPECTIVE POSTFEMINIST 
MEDIA CULTURE SHOULD BE OUR CRITICAL OBJECT n A PHENOMENON INTO WHICH 
SCHOLARS OF CULTURE SHOULD INQUIRE n RATHER THAN AN ANALYTIC PERSPECTIVE 
4HIS APPROACH DOES NOT REQUIRE A STATIC NOTION OF ONE SINGLE AUTHENTIC 
FEMINISM AS A COMPARISON POINT BUT INSTEAD IS INFORMED BY POSTMODERNIST 
AND CONSTRUCTIONIST PERSPECTIVES AND SEEKS TO EXAMINE WHAT IS DISTINCTIVE 
ABOUT CONTEMPORARY ARTICULATIONS OF GENDER IN THE MEDIA
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4HIS NEW NOTION EMPHASIZES THE CONTRADICTORY NATURE OF POSTFEMINIST 
DISCOURSES AND THE ENTANGLEMENT OF BOTH FEMINIST AND ANTIFEMINIST THEMES 
WITHIN THEM )T ALSO POINTS TO A NUMBER OF OTHER RELATIVELY STABLE FEATURES 
THAT COMPRISE OR CONSTITUTE A POSTFEMINIST DISCOURSE 4HESE INCLUDE THE 
NOTION THAT FEMININITY IS A BODILY PROPERTY THE SHIFT FROM OBJECTIFICATION 
TO SUBJECTIFICATION THE EMPHASIS UPON SELFSURVEILLANCE MONITORING AND 
DISCIPLINE A  FOCUS UPON  INDIVIDUALISM CHOICE AND EMPOWERMENT  THE 
DOMINANCE OF A MAKEOVER PARADIGM A RESURGENCE  IN  IDEAS OF NATURAL 
SEXUAL DIFFERENCE A MARKED SEXUALIZATION OF CULTURE AND AN EMPHASIS 
UPON CONSUMERISM AND THE COMMODIFICATION OF DIFFERENCE 4HESE THEMES 
COEXIST WITH AND ARE STRUCTURED BY STARK AND CONTINUING INEQUALITIES AND 
EXCLUSIONS THAT RELATE TO @RACE AND ETHNICITY CLASS AGE SEXUALITY AND DIS
ABILITY AS WELL AS GENDER
&EMININITY AS A BODILY PROPERTY
/NE OF THE MOST STRIKING ASPECTS OF POSTFEMINIST MEDIA CULTURE IS ITS OBSES
SIVE PREOCCUPATION WITH THE BODY )N A SHIFT FROM EARLIER REPRESENTATIONAL 
PRACTICES IT APPEARS THAT FEMININITY IS DEFINED AS A BODILY PROPERTY RATHER 
THAN A SOCIAL STRUCTURAL OR PSYCHOLOGICAL ONE )NSTEAD OF REGARDING CARING 
NURTURING OR MOTHERHOOD AS CENTRAL TO FEMININITY ALL OF COURSE HIGHLY 
PROBLEMATIC AND EXCLUSIONARY	  IN  TODAYS MEDIA POSSESSION OF A  @SEXY 
BODY IS PRESENTED AS WOMENS KEY IF NOT SOLE	 SOURCE OF IDENTITY 4HE BODY 
IS PRESENTED SIMULTANEOUSLY AS WOMENS SOURCE OF POWER AND AS ALWAYS 
UNRULY REQUIRING CONSTANT MONITORING SURVEILLANCE DISCIPLINE AND RE
MODELLING AND CONSUMER SPENDING	 IN ORDER TO CONFORM TO EVERNARROWER 
JUDGEMENTS OF FEMALE ATTRACTIVENESS
)NDEED SURVEILLANCE OF WOMENS BODIES CONSTITUTES PERHAPS THE LARGEST 
TYPE OF MEDIA CONTENT ACROSS ALL GENRES AND MEDIA FORMS 7OMENS BODIES 
ARE EVALUATED SCRUTINIZED AND DISSECTED BY WOMEN AS WELL AS MEN AND 
ARE ALWAYS AT RISK OF @FAILING 4HIS IS MOST CLEAR IN THE CULTURAL OBSESSION 
WITH CELEBRITY WHICH PLAYS OUT ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY OVER WOMENS BODIES 
-AGAZINES SUCH AS (EAT OFFER PAGE AFTER PAGE OF BIG COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS 
OF  FEMALE CELEBRITIES BODIES WITH SCATHING COMMENTS ABOUT ANYTHING 
FROM ARMPIT HAIR TO VISIBLE PANTY LINES BUT FOCUSING IN PARTICULAR UPON 
@FAT AND MORE RECENTLY  CENSURING WOMEN DEEMED TO BE  TOO  THIN 3O 
EXCESSIVE AND PUNITIVE IS THE REGULATION OF WOMENS BODIES THROUGH THIS 
MEDIUM THAT CONVENTIONALLY ATTRACTIVE WOMEN CAN BE INDICTED FOR HAVING 
@FAT ANKLES OR @LAUGHTER LINES .O TRANSGRESSION IS TOO SMALL TO BE PICKED 
OVER AND PICKED APART BY PAPARAZZI PHOTOGRAPHERS AND WRITERS 4HE TONE 
OF COMMENTS IS FREQUENTLY EXCORIATING @9ES THAT REALLY IS -ELANIE 'RIFFITHS 
WRINKLY SKIN NOT FABRIC AND @4HERES SO MUCH FABRIC IN !NGELICA (USTONS 
DRESS IT LOOKS LIKE IT COULD BE USED TO HOUSE SMALL ANIMALS ON COLD NIGHTS 
$ESPITE THAT ITS STRAINING OVER !NJES STOMACH AND FITS LIKE A SKINTIGHT 
BODYSUIT (EAT  -ARCH 	
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/RDINARY NONCELEBRITY	 WOMEN ARE NOT EXEMPT 46 PROGRAMMES SUCH AS 
7HAT .OT 4O 7EAR AND  9EARS 9OUNGER SUBJECT WOMEN TO HOSTILE SCRUTINY 
FOR THEIR BODIES POSTURES AND WARDROBES AND EVALUATIONS INCLUDING THE 
LIKE OF @VERY SAGGY BOOBS AND @WHAT A MINGER !NGELA -C2OBBIE NOTES 
THE FOLLOWING FROM HER VIEWING OF 7HAT .OT 4O 7EAR
@7HAT A DREARY VOICE @LOOK AT HOW SHE WALKS @SHE SHOULDNT PUT THAT KETCHUP 
ON HER CHIPS @SHE LOOKS LIKE A MOUSY LIBRARIAN @HER TROUSERS ARE FAR TOO LONG 
@THAT JUMPER LOOKS LIKE SOMETHING HER GRANNY CROCHETED IT WOULD BE BETTER ON 
THE TABLE @SHE HASNT WASHED HER CLOTHES @YOUR HAIR LOOKS LIKE AN OVERGROWN 
POODLE  @YOUR  TEETH ARE YELLOW HAVE YOU BEEN EATING GRASS !ND  @/H MY 
'OD SHE LOOKS LIKE A 'ERMAN LESBIAN -C2OBBIE A 	
-C2OBBIE COMMENTS THAT THIS LAST INSULT WAS CONSIDERED SO HILARIOUS 
THAT IT WAS TRAILED AS A PROMOTION FOR THE PROGRAMME ACROSS THE JUNCTIONS 
OF ""# 46 FOR ALMOST TWO WEEKS BEFORE IT WAS BROADCAST )MPORTANTLY THE 
FEMALE BODY IN POSTFEMINIST MEDIA CULTURE  IS CONSTRUCTED AS A WINDOW 
TO  THE  INDIVIDUALS  INTERIOR  LIFE &OR EXAMPLE  IN "RIDGET *ONESS $IARY 
&IELDING 	 WHEN "RIDGET *ONES SMOKES  CIGARETTES A DAY OR CON
SUMES  @EXCESSIVE CALORIES WE ARE  INVITED TO READ THIS  IN PSYCHOLOGICAL 
TERMS AS INDICATIVE OF HER EMOTIONAL BREAKDOWN 4ODAY A SLEEK TONED 
CONTROLLED  FIGURE  IS NORMATIVELY ESSENTIAL  FOR PORTRAYING  SUCCESS 9ET 
THERE IS ALSO n CONTRADICTORILY n AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT THAT THE BODY IS A 
CANVAS AFFORDING AN IMAGE WHICH MAY HAVE LITTLE TO DO WITH HOW ONE FEELS 
INSIDE &OR EXAMPLE AFTER THEIR BREAKUPS WITH "RAD 0ITT AND 4OM #RUISE 
RESPECTIVELY .ICOLE +IDMAN AND *ENNIFER !NISTON WERE HERALDED ACROSS 
THE MEDIA AS @TRIUMPHANT WHEN THEY EACH FIRST APPEARED IN PUBLIC n MEANING 
THAT  THEY SUCCESSFULLY PERFORMED GLEAMING COMMODIFIED BEAUTY AND 
DAZZLING SELFCONFIDENCE HOWEVER HURT OR VULNERABLE THEY ACTUALLY MAY 
HAVE FELT 4HERE WAS NO COMPARABLE FOCUS ON THE MEN
4HE SEXUALIZATION OF CULTURE
4HE INTENSE FOCUS ON WOMENS BODIES AS THE SITE OF FEMININITY IS CLOSELY 
RELATED TO THE PERVASIVE SEXUALIZATION OF CONTEMPORARY CULTURE 3EXUALIZATION 
HERE REFERS BOTH TO THE EXTRAORDINARY PROLIFERATION OF DISCOURSES ABOUT SEX 
AND SEXUALITY ACROSS ALL MEDIA FORMS REFERRED TO BY "RIAN -C.AIR 	 
AS PART OF THE @STRIPTEASE CULTURE AS WELL AS TO THE INCREASINGLY FREQUENT 
EROTIC PRESENTATION OF GIRLS WOMENS AND TO A LESSER EXTENT	 MENS BODIES 
IN PUBLIC SPACES .EWSPAPERS USE OF RAPE STORIES AS PART OF A PACKAGE OF 
TITILLATING MATERIAL IS WELL DOCUMENTED AND IN THE NEWS MEDIA ALL WOMENS 
BODIES ARE AVAILABLE TO BE CODED SEXUALLY WHETHER THEY ARE POLITICIANS 
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS OR SERIOUS NEWS ANCHORS
$IFFERENT FORMS OF SEXUALIZATION ARE EVIDENT ALSO IN POPULAR MAGAZINES 
)N THE @LAD MAGS SEX IS DISCUSSED THROUGH A VOCABULARY OF YOUTHFUL UNSELF
CONSCIOUS PLEASURESEEKING WHILE IN MAGAZINES TARGETED AT TEENAGE GIRLS AND 
YOUNG WOMEN IT IS CONSTRUCTED AS SOMETHING REQUIRING CONSTANT ATTENTION 
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DISCIPLINE SELFSURVEILLANCE AND EMOTIONAL LABOUR 'IRLS AND WOMEN ARE 
INTERPELLATED AS THE MONITORS OF ALL SEXUAL AND EMOTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR PRODUCING THEMSELVES AS DESIRABLE HETEROSEXUAL SUBJECTS AS 
WELL AS PLEASING MEN SEXUALLY PROTECTING AGAINST PREGNANCY AND SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS DEFENDING THEIR OWN SEXUAL REPUTATIONS AND TAKING 
CARE OF MENS SELFESTEEM -EN BY CONTRAST ARE HAILED AS HEDONISTS JUST 
WANTING @A SHAG 4HE UNEVEN DISTRIBUTION OF THESE DISCOURSES OF SEX EVEN 
IN A RESOLUTELY HETEROSEXUAL CONTEXT IS CRUCIAL TO UNDERSTANDING SEXUAL
IZATION 'ILL  4INCKNELL ET AL 	 0UT SIMPLY IN MAGAZINES AIMED 
AT  STRAIGHT WOMEN MEN ARE PRESENTED AS COMPLEX VULNERABLE HUMAN 
BEINGS "UT IN MAGAZINES TARGETED AT THOSE SAME MEN WOMEN ONLY EVER 
DISCUSS  THEIR UNDERWEAR  SEXUAL  FANTASIES  @FILTHIEST MOMENTS OR BODY 
PARTS 4URNER 	
4HE LAD MAGAZINES ARE EMBLEMATIC OF THE BLURRING OF THE BOUNDARIES 
BETWEEN PORNOGRAPHY AND OTHER GENRES WHICH HAS OCCURRED IN THE LAST 
DECADE @0ORNO CHIC HAS BECOME A DOMINANT REPRESENTATIONAL PRACTICE IN 
ADVERTISING MAGAZINES INTERNET SITES AND CABLE TELEVISION %VEN CHILDRENS 
TELEVISION HAS ADOPTED A SEXUALIZED ADDRESS TO ITS AUDIENCE AND BETWEEN 
ITS PRESENTERS 4HE COMMERCIALLYDRIVEN NATURE OF THIS SEXUALIZATION CAN 
BE SEEN IN THE WAY THAT CLOTHING COMPANIES TARGET GIRLS AS YOUNG AS FIVE WITH 
THONGS 'STRINGS	 BELLY TOPS AND 4SHIRTS BEARING SEXUALLY PROVOCATIVE 
SLOGANS SUCH AS @7HEN )M BAD )M VERY VERY BAD BUT WHEN )M IN BED 
)M BETTER 4HE USE OF THE 0LAYBOY BUNNY ICON ON CLOTHING STATIONERY AND 
PENCILS AIMED AT THE PRETEEN MARKET IS BUT ONE EXAMPLE OF THE DELIBERATE 
SEXUALIZATION OF CHILDREN GIRLS	 4HE @GIRLIFICATION OF ADULT WOMEN SUCH 
AS +YLIE -INOGUE AND +ATE -OSS IS THE FLIPSIDE OF A MEDIA CULTURE THAT 
PROMOTES FEMALE CHILDREN AS ITS MOST DESIRABLE SEXUAL ICONS
&ROM SEX OBJECT TO DESIRING SEXUAL SUBJECT
7HERE ONCE SEXUALIZED REPRESENTATIONS OF WOMEN IN THE MEDIA PRESENTED 
THEM AS PASSIVE MUTE OBJECTS OF AN ASSUMED MALE GAZE TODAY SEXUALIZATION 
WORKS SOMEWHAT DIFFERENTLY IN MANY DOMAINS 7OMEN ARE NOT STRAIGHT
FORWARDLY OBJECTIFIED BUT ARE PORTRAYED AS ACTIVE DESIRING SEXUAL SUBJECTS 
WHO CHOOSE TO PRESENT THEMSELVES IN A SEEMINGLY OBJECTIFIED MANNER BE
CAUSE IT SUITS THEIR LIBERATED INTERESTS TO DO SO 'OLDMAN 	 .OWHERE IS 
THIS CLEARER THAN IN ADVERTISING WHICH HAS RESPONDED TO FEMINIST CRITIQUES 
BY CONSTRUCTING A NEW FIGURE TO SELL TO YOUNG WOMEN THE SEXUALLY AUTONO
MOUS HETEROSEXUAL YOUNG WOMAN WHO PLAYS WITH HER SEXUAL POWER AND 
IS FOREVER @UP FOR IT
4HIS SHIFT IS CRUCIAL TO UNDERSTANDING THE POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY )T 
REPRESENTS A MODERNIZATION OF FEMININITY TO INCLUDE WHAT (ILARY 2ADNER 
HAS CALLED A NEW @TECHNOLOGY OF SEXINESS 2ADNER 	 IN WHICH SEXUAL 
KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE ARE CENTRAL &URTHERMORE IT REPRESENTS A SHIFT IN 
THE WAY THAT POWER OPERATES FROM AN EXTERNAL MALE JUDGING GAZE TO A SELF
POLICING NARCISSISTIC GAZE )T CAN BE ARGUED THAT THIS REPRESENTS A HIGHER 
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OR DEEPER FORM OF EXPLOITATION THAN OBJECTIFICATION n ONE IN WHICH THE 
OBJECTIFYING MALE GAZE IS INTERNALIZED TO FORM A NEW DISCIPLINARY REGIME )N 
THIS REGIME POWER IS NOT IMPOSED FROM ABOVE OR THE OUTSIDE BUT CONSTRUCTS 
OUR VERY SUBJECTIVITY 'IRLS AND WOMEN ARE INVITED TO BECOME A PARTICULAR 
KIND OF SELF AND ARE ENDOWED WITH AGENCY ON CONDITION THAT IT IS USED TO 
CONSTRUCT ONESELF AS A SUBJECT CLOSELY RESEMBLING THE HETEROSEXUAL MALE 
FANTASY FOUND IN PORNOGRAPHY !S *ANICE 4URNER HAS ARGUED
/NCE PORN AND REAL HUMAN SEXUALITY WERE DISTINGUISHABLE .OT EVEN PORNS 
BIGGEST ADVOCATES WOULD SUGGEST A PORN FLICK DEPICTED REALITY  THAT WOMEN 
WERE GAGGING FOR SEX  AND WOULD DROP THEIR CLOTHES AND SUBMIT TO ROUGH 
ANONYMOUS SEX AT THE SLIGHTEST INVITATION "UT AS PORN HAS SEEPED INTO MAIN
STREAM CULTURE THE LINE HAS BLURRED 4O SPEAK TO MENS MAGAZINE EDITORS IT 
IS CLEAR THEY BELIEVE THAT SOMEHOW IN RECENT YEARS PORN HAS COME TRUE 4HE 
SEXUALLY LIBERATED MODERN WOMAN TURNS OUT TO RESEMBLE n WHAT DO YOU KNOW n 
THE PNEUMATIC TAKEMENOWBIGBOY FUCKPUPPET OF MALE FANTASY AFTER ALL 
4URNER  	
4HE HUMOROUS TONE THAT CHARACTERIZED EARLY EXAMPLES OF THIS SHIFT n THE 
AMUSING BRA ADVERTS IN WHICH BILLBOARD MODELS CONFIDENTLY AND PLAYFULLY 
HIGHLIGHTED THEIR SEXUAL POWER OR TRAFFICSTOPPING SEXINESS n SHOULD NOT 
IMPLY THAT THIS SHIFT IS NOT IN FACT PROFOUNDLY SERIOUS AND PROBLEMATIC )N 
THE LAST DECADE IT HAS GONE FROM BEING A NEW AND DELIBERATE REPRESENTATIONAL 
STRATEGY USED ON WOMEN IE FOR DEPICTING YOUNG WOMEN	 TO BEING WIDELY 
AND POPULARLY TAKEN UP BY WOMEN AS A WAY OF CONSTRUCTING THE SELF &OR 
EXAMPLE 46 PRESENTER $ENISE VAN /UTEN @CONFIDES IN A 46 INTERVIEW @) 
DO HAVE A LOVELY PAIR ) HOPE THEYLL STILL BE PHOTOGRAPHING MY TITS WHEN 
)M   @READERS WIVES WRITE  IN TO  LAD MAGAZINES WITH THEIR FAVOURITE 
SEXUAL EXPERIENCES @HE TURNED ME AROUND BENT ME OVER THE RAILINGS AND 
TOOK ME FROM BEHIND HARD AND GIRLS AND WOMEN IN THE 7EST QUEUE UP 
TO BUY 4SHIRTS WITH SLOGANS SUCH AS @0ORN 3TAR @&CUK -E AND @&IT #HICK 
5NBELIEVABLE +NOCKERS
4O BE CRITICAL OF THE SHIFT IS NOT TO BE SOMEHOW @ANTISEX n ALTHOUGH IN 
POSTFEMINIST MEDIA CULTURE THIS POSITION THE PRUDE	 IS THE ONLY ALTERNATIVE 
DISCURSIVELY ALLOWED ITSELF PART OF THE PROBLEM ERADICATING A SPACE FOR 
CRITIQUE	 2ATHER IT IS TO POINT TO THE DANGERS OF SUCH REPRESENTATIONS OF 
WOMEN IN A CULTURE IN WHICH SEXUAL VIOLENCE IS ENDEMIC AND TO HIGHLIGHT 
THE EXCLUSIONS OF THIS REPRESENTATIONAL PRACTICE n ONLY SOME WOMEN ARE 
CONSTRUCTED AS ACTIVE DESIRING SEXUAL  SUBJECTS WOMEN WHO DESIRE  SEX 
WITH MEN EXCEPT WHEN  LESBIAN WOMEN  @PERFORM  FOR MEN	 AND ONLY 
YOUNG SLIM AND BEAUTIFUL WOMEN !S -YRA -ACDONALD 	 HAS POINTED 
OUT OLDER WOMEN BIGGER WOMEN WOMEN WITH WRINKLES ETC ARE NEVER 
ACCORDED SEXUAL SUBJECTHOOD AND ARE STILL SUBJECT TO OFFENSIVE AND SOMETIMES 
VICIOUS REPRESENTATIONS )NDEED THE FIGURE OF THE UNATTRACTIVE WOMAN WHO 
WANTS A SEXUAL PARTNER REMAINS ONE OF THE MOST VILIFIED IN A RANGE OF POPULAR 
CULTURAL FORMS !BOVE ALL TO CRITIQUE THIS IS TO HIGHLIGHT THE PERNICIOUS 
CONNECTION OF  THIS REPRESENTATIONAL SHIFT  TO NEOLIBERAL  SUBJECTIVITIES  IN 
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WHICH SEXUAL OBJECTIFICATION CAN BE RE	PRESENTED NOT AS SOMETHING DONE 
TO WOMEN BY SOME MEN BUT AS THE FREELY CHOSEN WISH OF ACTIVE CONFIDENT 
ASSERTIVE FEMALE SUBJECTS
)NDIVIDUALISM CHOICE AND EMPOWERMENT
.OTIONS OF CHOICE OF @BEING ONESELF AND @PLEASING ONESELF ARE CENTRAL TO 
THE POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY THAT SUFFUSES CONTEMPORARY WESTERN MEDIA 
CULTURE 4HEY RESONATE POWERFULLY WITH THE EMPHASIS UPON EMPOWERMENT 
AND TAKING CONTROL THAT CAN BE SEEN IN TALK SHOWS ADVERTISING AND MAKEOVER 
SHOWS ! GRAMMAR OF INDIVIDUALISM UNDERPINS ALL THESE NOTIONS n SUCH THAT 
EVEN EXPERIENCES OF RACISM HOMOPHOBIA OR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ARE FRAMED 
IN EXCLUSIVELY PERSONAL TERMS IN A WAY THAT TURNS THE IDEA OF THE PERSONAL
ASPOLITICAL ON ITS HEAD ,OIS -C.AY 	 HAS CALLED THIS THE DELIBERATE 
@REPRIVATIZATION OF ISSUES WHICH HAVE BECOME POLITICIZED ONLY RELATIVELY 
RECENTLY
/NE ASPECT OF  THIS POSTFEMINIST  SENSIBILITY  IN MEDIA CULTURE  IS  THE 
ALMOST TOTAL EVACUATION OF NOTIONS OF POLITICS OR CULTURAL INFLUENCE 4HIS 
IS SEEN NOT ONLY IN THE RELENTLESS PERSONALIZING TENDENCIES OF NEWS TALK 
SHOWS AND REALITY 46 BUT ALSO IN THE WAYS IN WHICH EVERY ASPECT OF LIFE 
IS REFRACTED THROUGH THE IDEA OF PERSONAL CHOICE AND SELFDETERMINATION 
&OR EXAMPLE PHENOMENA SUCH AS THE DRAMATIC INCREASE IN THE NUMBER 
OF WOMEN HAVING "RAZILIAN WAXES TO REMOVE PUBIC HAIR ENTIRELY AND RE
INSTATE A PREPUBESCENT VERSION OF THEIR GENITALIA	 OR THE UPTAKE OF BREAST 
AUGMENTATION SURGERY BY TEENAGE GIRLS ARE DEPICTED WIDELY AS INDICATORS OF 
WOMEN @PLEASING THEMSELVES AND @USING BEAUTY TO MAKE THEMSELVES FEEL 
GOOD 3CANT ATTENTION IS PAID TO THE PRESSURES THAT MIGHT LEAD A TEENAGER 
TO DECIDE THAT MAJOR SURGERY WILL SOLVE HER PROBLEMS AND EVEN LESS TO THE 
COMMERCIAL INTERESTS THAT ARE UNDERPINNING THIS STAGGERING TREND SUCH AS 
TARGETED ADVERTISING BY COSMETIC SURGERY CLINICS AND PROMOTIONAL PACKAGES 
WHICH INCLUDE MOTHER AND DAUGHTER SPECIAL DEALS AND DISCOUNTS FOR TWO 
FRIENDS TO HAVE THEIR @BOOBS DONE AT THE SAME TIME
4HE NOTION  THAT  ALL  OUR PRACTICES  ARE  FREELY  CHOSEN  IS  CENTRAL  TO 
POSTFEMINIST DISCOURSES WHICH PRESENT WOMEN AS AUTONOMOUS AGENTS NO 
LONGER CONSTRAINED BY ANY INEQUALITIES OR POWER IMBALANCES WHATSOEVER 
!S +ATE 4AYLOR PUTS IT TWENTYSOMETHING WOMEN 
ALREADY SEE THEMSELVES AS EQUAL TO MEN THEY CAN WORK THEY CAN VOTE THEY 
CAN BONK ON THE FIRST DATE x IF A THONG MAKES YOU FEEL FABULOUS WEAR IT &OR 
ONE THING MEN IN THE OFFICE WASTE WHOLE AFTERNOONS STARING AT YOUR BOTTOM 
PLACING BETS ON WHETHER YOURE WEARING UNDERWEAR ,ET THEM 5SE THAT TIME 
TO TAKE OVER THE COMPANY "UT EVEN IF YOU WEAR LINGERIE FOR YOU FOR NO OTHER 
REASON  THAN  IT MAKES YOU  FEEL GOOD  THAT  IS  REASON ENOUGH TO KEEP  IT ON 
4AYLOR 	 
)N THIS ACCOUNT TWO VERSIONS OF THE EMPOWERED FEMALE SUBJECT ARE PRE
SENTED )N ONE WOMEN DELIBERATELY USE THEIR SEXUAL POWER TO DISTRACT MEN 
SO AS TO TAKE OVER THE BUSINESS WHILE THE GUYS ARE SALIVATING )N THE OTHER 
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WOMEN ARE DEPICTED AS SIMPLY FOLLOWING THEIR OWN DESIRES TO @FEEL GOOD 
4HIS LATTER THEME OF PLEASING ONESELF IS BY FAR THE MORE COMMON AND IS 
CAPTURED IN THIS DECADEOLD COMMENT FROM &AY 7ELDON
9OUNG GIRLS  SEEM TO BE GETTING PRETTIER ALL  THE  TIME 4HERE  IS A RETURN TO 
FEMININITY BUT IT SEEMS TO ME THAT MOST GIRLS DONT GIVE TWO HOOTS ABOUT MEN 
)T IS ABOUT BEING FIT AND HEALTHY FOR THEMSELVES NOT FOR MEN .ARAYAN   
EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
/F COURSE THE IDEA THAT IN THE PAST WOMEN DRESSED IN A PARTICULAR WAY 
PURELY TO PLEASE MEN IS RIDICULOUS IT SUGGESTS A VIEW OF POWER AS SOMETHING 
BOTH OVERBEARING AND OBVIOUS WHICH ACTED UPON ENTIRELY DOCILE SUBJECTS n 
AS WELL AS  IMPLYING THAT ALL WOMEN ARE HETEROSEXUAL AND PREOCCUPIED 
WITH MALE APPROVAL "UT THIS PENDULUM SHIFT TO THE NOTION THAT WOMEN 
JUST @PLEASE THEMSELVES WILL NOT DO AS A SUBSTITUTE )T PRESENTS WOMEN AS 
ENTIRELY FREE AGENTS AND CANNOT EXPLAIN WHY n IF WOMEN ARE JUST PLEASING 
THEMSELVES AND FOLLOWING THEIR OWN AUTONOMOUSLY GENERATED DESIRES n 
THE RESULTING VALUED @LOOK IS SO SIMILAR n HAIRLESS BODY SLIM WAIST FIRM 
BUTTOCKS ETC -OREOVER IT SIMPLY AVOIDS ALL THE INTERESTING AND IMPORTANT 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REPRESENTATIONS AND SUBJECTIVITY 
THE DIFFICULT BUT CRUCIAL QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW SOCIALLYCONSTRUCTED MASS
MEDIATED IDEALS OF BEAUTY ARE INTERNALIZED AND MADE OUR OWN
7HAT IS STRIKING IS THE DEGREE OF FIT BETWEEN THE AUTONOMOUS POSTFEMINIST 
SUBJECT AND THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SUBJECT DEMANDED BY NEOLIBERALISM !T THE 
HEART OF BOTH IS THE NOTION OF THE @CHOICE BIOGRAPHY AND THE CONTEMPORARY 
INJUNCTION TO RENDER ONES LIFE KNOWABLE AND MEANINGFUL THROUGH A NARRATIVE 
OF FREE CHOICE AND AUTONOMY HOWEVER CONSTRAINED ONE ACTUALLY MIGHT BE 
2OSE  7ALKERDINE ET AL 	 4AKE THIS  TYPICAL EXAMPLE FROM 
'LAMOURS @2ELATIONTIPS COLUMN /CTOBER 
)T IS POSSIBLE TO MAKE THE EUPHORIA OF THE FIRST DATE LAST )N THE EARLY WEEKS 
SAYS "ALFOUR ITS BEST TO BE THE FIRST TO END THE DATE @)T LEAVES HIM WANTING 
MORE 4HEN REMEMBER THE GOLDEN RULES DONT TALK ENDLESSLY ABOUT YOUR EX BE 
BITTER ABOUT MEN OR MOAN ABOUT YOUR AWFUL JOBFAMILYLIFE -OST MEN AGREE 
A CONFIDENT SECURE OPTIMISTIC AND HAPPY WOMAN IS EASIER TO FALL IN LOVE WITH 
THAN A NEEDY NEUROTIC ONE @)TS NOT ABOUT h) NEED TO BE MORE SEXY FOR HIM 
AND HELL LOVE ME MOREv ITS ABOUT BEING CONFIDENT IN YOURSELF
(ERE n AS IN "RIDGET *ONESS $IARY AND IN @CHICK LIT MORE GENERALLY n 
ACHIEVING DESIRABILITY IN A HETEROSEXUAL CONTEXT IS EXPLICITLY RE	PRESENTED 
AS SOMETHING DONE FOR YOURSELF NOT IN ORDER TO PLEASE A MAN )N THIS MOD
ERNIZED NEOLIBERAL VERSION OF FEMININITY IT IS ABSOLUTELY IMPERATIVE THAT 
ONES SEXUAL AND DATING PRACTICES BE PRESENTED AS FREELY CHOSEN HOWEVER 
TRADITIONAL OLDFASHIONED OR INEGALITARIAN THEY MAY BE n INVOLVING STRICT 
ADHERENCE TO RULES RATIONING ONESELF AND NOT DISPLAYING ANY NEEDS	 )N 
THIS EXAMPLE SOME OF THE STRAIN OF THIS POSITION n THE MESSY SUTURING OF 
TRADITIONAL AND NEOLIBERAL DISCOURSES n CAN BE SEEN VERY CLEARLY IN BOTH THE 
NEED TO DISAVOW EXPLICITLY A POTENTIAL READING THAT @YOU WOULD BE DOING 
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THIS TO PLEASE A MAN AND THE ATTEMPT TO GLOSS @LEAVING HIM WANTING MORE 
SOMEHOW AS A MODERN AND POWERFUL POSITION
3ELFSURVEILLANCE AND DISCIPLINE
)NTIMATELY RELATED TO THE STRESS UPON PERSONAL CHOICE IS THE NEW EMPHASIS 
ON SELFSURVEILLANCE SELFMONITORING AND SELFDISCIPLINE IN POSTFEMINIST 
MEDIA CULTURE !RGUABLY MONITORING AND SURVEYING THE SELF HAVE LONG 
BEEN REQUIREMENTS OF  THE PERFORMANCE OF SUCCESSFUL FEMININITY n WITH 
INSTRUCTION IN GROOMING ATTIRE POSTURE ELOCUTION AND  @MANNERS BEING 
@OFFERED TO WOMEN TO ALLOW THEM TO EMULATE MORE CLOSELY THE UPPERCLASS 
WHITE IDEAL )N WOMENS MAGAZINES FEMININITY HAS BEEN PORTRAYED ALWAYS 
AS CONTINGENT n REQUIRING CONSTANT ANXIOUS ATTENTION WORK AND VIGILANCE 
FROM TOUCHING UP YOUR MAKEUP TO PACKING THE PERFECT CAPSULE WARDROBE 
FROM HIDING @UNSIGHTLY PIMPLES WRINKLES AGE SPOTS OR STAINS TO HOSTING 
A SUCCESSFUL DINNER PARTY (OWEVER WHAT MARKS OUT THE PRESENT MOMENT 
AS DISTINCTIVE ARE THREE FEATURES &IRST THE DRAMATICALLY INCREASED INTENSITY 
OF SELFSURVEILLANCE INDICATING THE INTENSITY OF THE REGULATION OF WOMEN 
ALONGSIDE THE DISAVOWAL OF SUCH REGULATION	 3ECOND THE EXTENSIVENESS 
OF SURVEILLANCE OVER ENTIRELY NEW SPHERES OF  LIFE AND INTIMATE CONDUCT 
4HIRD THE FOCUS UPON THE PSYCHOLOGICAL n THE REQUIREMENT TO TRANSFORM 
ONESELF AND REMODEL ONES INTERIOR LIFE
3OMETHING OF THE INTENSITY AND EXTENSIVENESS OF THE SELFSURVEILLANCE 
AND DISCIPLINE NOW NORMATIVELY REQUIRED OF WOMEN CAN BE SEEN IN WOMENS 
MAGAZINES IN WHICH BODILY SHAPE SIZE MUSCLE TONE ATTIRE SEXUAL PRACTICE 
CAREER HOME FINANCES ETC ARE RENDERED INTO @PROBLEMS THAT NECESSITATE 
ONGOING AND CONSTANT MONITORING AND LABOUR 9ET  IN AN EXTRAORDINARY 
IDEOLOGICAL SLEIGHT OF HAND THIS LABOUR MUST BE UNDERSTOOD NEVERTHELESS 
AS  @FUN  @PAMPERING OR  @SELFINDULGENCE AND MUST NEVER BE DISCLOSED 
-AGAZINES OFFER TIPS TO GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN TO ENABLE THEM TO CONTINUE 
THE WORK OF FEMININITY BUT STILL APPEAR AS ENTIRELY CONFIDENT CAREFREE AND 
UNCONCERNED ABOUT THEIR SELFPRESENTATION AS THIS IS NOW AN IMPORTANT 
ASPECT OF FEMININITY IN ITS OWN RIGHT	 FOR EXAMPLE THE SOLUTION TO CON
TINUING A DIET WHILE AT AN IMPORTANT BUSINESS LUNCH WHERE EVERYONE ELSE 
IS DRINKING IS  TO ORDER A SPRITZER AND SURREPTITIOUSLY ASK THE WAITER  TO 
MAKE IT LARGELY MINERAL WATER	 * INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING ADVICE TO GIRLS 
TEXTING A @LAD LOVE
$O BE FLIRTATIOUS n NO LAD CAN RESIST AN EGO MASSAGE TEXT HIM BEFORE HE GOES 
TO BED n YOULL BE THE LAST THING ON HIS MIND PUT IN A DELIBERATE MISTAKE TO 
GIVE IT THAT h)M NOT SO BOTHERED ABOUTCHAv AIR WAIT A MINIMUM OF  MINUTES 
BEFORE YOU REPLY n YES  MINUTES * -ARCH 	
&ROM SENDING A BRIEF TEXT MESSAGE TO ORDERING A DRINK NO AREA OF A 
WOMANS LIFE IS IMMUNE FROM THE REQUIREMENT TO SELFSURVEY AND WORK ON 
THE SELF -ORE AND MORE ASPECTS OF THE BODY COME UNDER SURVEILLANCE YOU 
THOUGHT YOU WERE COMFORTABLE WITH YOUR BODY 7ELL THINK AGAIN 7HEN 
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WAS THE LAST TIME YOU CHECKED YOUR @UPPER ARM DEFINITION (AVE YOU BEEN 
NEGLECTING YOUR ARMPITS OR THE SOLES OF YOUR FEET $O YOU SOMETIMES HAVE 
AHEM	 UNPLEASANT ODOURS
"UT IT IS NOT ONLY THE SURFACE OF THE BODY THAT NEEDS ONGOING VIGILANCE n 
THERE IS ALSO THE SELF WHAT KIND OF FRIEND LOVER DAUGHTER OR COLLEAGUE ARE 
YOU $O YOU LAUGH ENOUGH (OW WELL DO YOU COMMUNICATE (AVE YOU 
GOT EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE )N A CULTURE SATURATED BY INDIVIDUALISTIC SELF
HELP DISCOURSES THE SELF HAS BECOME A PROJECT TO BE EVALUATED ADVISED 
DISCIPLINED AND IMPROVED OR BROUGHT @INTO RECOVERY (OWEVER WHAT IS SO 
STRIKING IS HOW UNEVENLY DISTRIBUTED THESE QUASITHERAPEUTIC DISCOURSES 
ARE )N MAGAZINES CONTEMPORARY FICTION AND TELEVISION TALK SHOWS IT IS 
WOMEN NOT MEN WHO ARE ADDRESSED AND REQUIRED TO WORK ON AND TRANSFORM 
THE SELF 3IGNIFICANTLY  IT APPEARS  THAT  THE  IDEAL DISCIPLINARY SUBJECT OF 
NEOLIBERALISM IS FEMININE
4HE MAKEOVER PARADIGM
-ORE BROADLY IT MIGHT BE ARGUED THAT A MAKEOVER PARADIGM CONSTITUTES 
POSTFEMINIST MEDIA CULTURE 4HIS REQUIRES PEOPLE PREDOMINANTLY WOMEN	 
TO BELIEVE FIRST THAT THEY OR THEIR LIFE IS LACKING OR FLAWED IN SOME WAY 
SECOND THAT IT IS AMENABLE TO REINVENTION OR TRANSFORMATION BY FOLLOWING 
THE ADVICE OF RELATIONSHIP DESIGN OR LIFESTYLE EXPERTS AND PRACTISING AP
PROPRIATELY MODIFIED CONSUMPTION HABITS .OT ONLY  IS  THIS  THE  IMPLICIT 
MESSAGE OF MANY MAGAZINES TALK SHOWS AND OTHER MEDIA CONTENT BUT IT IS 
THE EXPLICIT FOCUS OF THE @MAKEOVER TAKEOVER (OLLOWS 	 THAT DOMIN
ATES CONTEMPORARY TELEVISION )T BEGAN WITH FOOD HOMES AND GARDENS BUT 
HAS NOW EXTENDED TO CLOTHING CLEANLINESS WORK DATING  SEX COSMETIC 
SURGERY AND RAISING CHILDREN
3UCH SHOWS BEGIN WITH THE PRODUCTION OF @TOXIC SHAME 0ECK 	 IN 
THEIR PARTICIPANTS THROUGH HUMILIATION n INADEQUACIES IN THE WARDROBE 
CLEANLINESS DATING OR CHILDREARING DEPARTMENT ALONGSIDE  THE GLEEFUL 
AND VOYEURISTIC DISPLAY OF THEIR FAILINGS TO THE AUDIENCE h/H MY '/$ n 
WHAT IS 4(!4 .O ./ 7HATS SHE $/).'v	 0ARTICIPANTS ARE THEN 
VARIOUSLY ADVISED CAJOLED BULLIED OR @EDUCATED INTO CHANGING THEIR WAYS 
AND BECOMING MORE @SUCCESSFUL VERSIONS OF THEMSELVES LOOKING YOUNGER 
GETTING PAST THE FIRST DATE HAVING A BETTER RELATIONSHIP WITH THEIR CHIL
DREN ETC	 ! FREQUENT  @THIRD CHAPTER OF  THE SHOWS  FORMAT ALLOWS THE 
HAPLESS VICTIM TO BE SET FREE TO @GO IT ALONE ON A DATE OR BUYING CLOTHES	 
WHILE BEHIND THE WATCHFUL EYE OF THE HIDDEN CAMERA THE @EXPERTS OFFER 
THEIR JUDGEMENTS
!S (ELEN 7OOD AND "EVERLY 3KEGGS 	 HAVE ARGUED THE UBIQUITY 
OF SUCH SHOWS PRODUCE @NEW ETHICAL SELVES IN WHICH PARTICULAR FORMS OF 
MODERNIZED AND UPGRADED  SELFHOOD ARE PRESENTED AS  SOLUTIONS  TO  THE 
DILEMMAS OF CONTEMPORARY  LIFE 4HE SCENARIOS ARE PROFOUNDLY CLASSED 
AND GENDERED AND AS !NGELA -C2OBBIE A	 POINTS OUT  RACIALIZED 
TOO IF LARGELY THROUGH EXCLUSION	 SINCE THE KIND OF HOSTILE JUDGEMENTS 
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ROUTINELY MADE OF WHITE WORKINGCLASS WOMEN WOULD RISK BEING HEARD 
AS RACIST IF MADE BY WHITE EXPERTS ABOUT BLACK BODIES PRACTICES AND LIVES 
4HE  SHOWS REINVIGORATE CLASS ANTAGONISMS WHICH  IN  THIS MOMENT OF 
COMPULSORY INDIVIDUALITY NO LONGER WORK ON SUCH  @CRUDE CATEGORIES AS 
OCCUPATION OR SOCIAL LOCATION BUT PLAY OUT ON THE WOMENS BODIES HOMES 
COOKING SKILLS AND ABILITY AS MOTHERS THROUGH NOTIONS OF GOOD TASTE AND 
CULTURAL CAPITAL
#HOICE MEDIATES TASTE DISPLAYING THE SUCCESS AND THE FAILURE OF THE SELF TO MAKE 
ITSELF FOR INSTANCE IN LIFESTYLE PROGRAMMES SUCH AS #HANGING 2OOMS ""#	 
(OUSE $OCTOR #HANNEL 	 AND "ETTER (OMES )46	 WHERE THE DOMESTIC AND 
THUS THE EVERYDAY IS TRANSFORMED THROUGH APPROPRIATING @BETTER TASTE 7OOD 
AND 3KEGGS  	
-C2OBBIE POINTS  TO  THE APPALLING NASTINESS AND VICIOUSNESS OF  THE 
GENDERED AND CLASS ANIMOSITIES ENACTED AS THE AUDIENCE IS ENCOURAGED TO 
LAUGH AT THOSE LESS FORTUNATE (OWEVER IN A PROGRAMME SUCH AS 7IFE 3WAP 
IN WHICH TWO MARRIED WOMEN USUALLY FROM DRAMATICALLY DIFFERENT CLASS 
BACKGROUNDS	 SWAP LIVES  THE ORCHESTRATED MORALITY  IS  SOMETIMES MORE 
COMPLICATED WITH MIDDLECLASS  @CAREER WOMEN THE TARGET OF ATTACK FOR 
DEVOTING TOO LITTLE TIME OR ATTENTION TO THEIR CHILDREN ALONGSIDE THE ATTACKS 
ON WORKINGCLASS WOMENS POOR  FOOD PREPARATION OR  INCOMPETENCE AT 
HELPING WITH HOMEWORK WHICH -C2OBBIE DESCRIBES	 7HAT IS CLEAR FROM 
EVEN A CURSORY VIEWING OF SUCH SHOWS IS THAT WOMEN SIMPLY CANNOT WIN 
INEVITABLY THEY WILL ALWAYS @FAIL "UT RATHER THAN INTERROGATING FEMININITY 
OR SOCIAL RELATIONS OR WHAT WE AS A SOCIETY EXPECT OF WOMEN THE SHOWS 
OFFER NO WAY OF UNDERSTANDING THIS OTHER THAN THROUGH THE DRAMATIZED 
SPECTACLE OF CONFLICT BETWEEN TWO WOMEN
!S HAS BEEN NOTED PREVIOUSLY MOST OF THE PARTICIPANTS AND A LARGE PART 
OF THE ASSUMED AUDIENCE FOR MAKEOVER SHOWS ARE WOMEN /NE EXCEPTION IS 
1UEER %YE FOR THE 3TRAIGHT 'UY IN WHICH @FIVE GAY PROFESSIONALS IN FASHION 
GROOMING INTERIOR DESIGN CULTURE FOOD AND WINE COME TOGETHER AS A TEAM 
TO HELP STRAIGHT MEN OF THE WORLD FIND THE JOB GET THE LOOK AND GET THE GIRL 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER QUOTED IN !LLATSON  	 (ERE GAY MEN OCCUPY 
AN EXPLICITLY FEMINIZED POSITION OFFERING ADVICE BASED ON THEIR CULTURAL 
CAPITAL AS WEALTHY SUCCESSFUL MIDDLECLASS AND ABOVE ALL STYLISH 4HERE IS 
NO SPACE HERE TO REFLECT ON THE DEBATES ABOUT THE SHOW SUCH AS ITS ELISION OR 
EQUATION OF GAYNESS WITH STYLISHNESS ITS ERADICATION OF ANY FEMALE @QUEER 
PERSPECTIVES AND ITS ROLE  IN BOLSTERING AND MAINTAINING A HETEROSEXIST 
ECONOMY "UT IT IS WORTH POINTING TO THE DIFFERENCE IN TONE BETWEEN THIS 
SHOW AND SIMILAR FORMATS AIMED AT TRANSFORMING WOMEN n IN PARTICULAR 
THE IRONIC DISTANCE AND LACK OF A SENSE OF PUNITIVE REGULATION THAT MARKS OUT 
1UEER %YE 4HIS IS ALSO NOTABLE IN OTHER SHOWS FEATURING MALE PARTICIPANTS 
THEY ARE MARKED IN SUBTLE WAYS AS @LESS SERIOUS AND AS OFFERING A KIND OF 
SYMBOLIC REVENGE AGAINST MEN 4HIS CAN BE SEEN MOST CLEARLY IN THE NOW 
ICONIC MOMENT IN EACH SHOW SUCH AS  9EARS 9OUNGER	 IN WHICH MALE 
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@VICTIMS ARE TOLD THAT THEY MUST HAVE THEIR BACK OR SOMETIMES CHEST	 HAIR 
REMOVED 4HIS PROCEDURE IS LINGERED OVER BY THE CAMERA IN A WAY THAT SEEMS 
DESIGNED TO APPEAL TO FEMALE VIEWERS FOR WHOM WAXING OR ELECTROLYSIS 
IS ASSUMED TO BE ROUTINE 4HE  BOXOFFICE HIT (ITCH IN WHICH 7ILL 
3MITH PLAYS A LIFE AND RELATIONSHIP COACH TO THE SWEET BUT INEPT +EVIN 
*AMES FEATURES A SIMILAR SCENE WHILE ALSO BEING WRAPPED IN A NARRATIVE 
THAT REASSURES MALE VIEWERS THAT SUCH SELFTRANSFORMATIONS ARE NOT REALLY 
NECESSARY BEING ONESELF UNMADEOVER	 IS ALL THAT IS REQUIRED TO WIN THE 
WOMANS HEART AND @AUTHENTIC MASCULINITY WINS THE DAY
4HE REASSERTION OF SEXUAL DIFFERENCE
&OR A SHORT TIME IN THE S AND S NOTIONS OF MALE AND FEMALE EQUALITY 
AND THE BASIC SIMILARITY OF MEN AND WOMEN TOOK HOLD IN POPULAR CULTURE 
BEFORE THIS WAS RESOLUTELY DISPENSED WITH IN THE S ! KEY FEATURE OF 
THE POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY HAS BEEN THE RESURGENCE OF IDEAS OF NATURAL 
SEXUAL DIFFERENCE ACROSS ALL MEDIA FROM NEWSPAPERS TO ADVERTISING TALK 
SHOWS AND POPULAR FICTION /NE ARENA IN WHICH THIS PLAYED OUT WAS THE 
MEDIA DEBATE ABOUT MASCULINITY IN WHICH THE FIGURE OF THE @.EW -AN 
WAS ATTACKED BY BOTH WOMEN AND MEN AS ASEXUAL AND NOT MANLY ENOUGH 
.EW MAN WAS CONDEMNED AS  INAUTHENTIC AND FAKE AND UNDERSTOOD BY 
MANY AS AN ACT OR POSE THAT HAD ARISEN THROUGH WHAT WAS PRESENTED AS THE 
HEGEMONIC DOMINANCE OF FEMINISM BUT HAD LITTLE TO DO WITH WHAT MEN 
WERE ACTUALLY LIKE !GAINST THIS THE RISE OF THE @.EW ,AD IN THE S 
WAS WIDELY REPORTED AS AN ASSERTION OF FREEDOM AGAINST THE STRANGLEHOLD 
OF FEMINISM AND n CRUCIALLY n AS AN UNASHAMED CELEBRATION OF TRUE OR AUTH
ENTIC MASCULINITY  LIBERATED FROM THE SHACKLES OF  @POLITICAL CORRECTNESS 
.EW LAD CHAMPIONED AND REASSERTED A VERSION OF MASCULINITY AS LIBIDINOUS 
POWERFUL AND CRUCIALLY DIFFERENT FROM FEMININITY
)MPORTANTLY  THESE DISCOURSES OF  SEXUAL DIFFERENCE WERE NOURISHED 
BOTH BY THE GROWING INTEREST IN EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENTS 
IN GENETIC SCIENCE WHICH HELD OUT THE PROMISE OF LOCATING A GENETIC BASIS 
FOR ALL HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS 3UCH DEVELOPMENTS  FROM CONCERN ABOUT 
THE EXISTENCE OF A @GAY GENE TO ATTEMPTS TO IDENTIFY THE PARTS OF THE BRAIN 
RESPONSIBLE FOR RISKTAKING AND TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THEY WERE LARGER IN 
MEN THAN IN WOMEN	 WERE ACCORDED A HUGE AMOUNT OF COVERAGE IN THE 
PRESS AND ON TELEVISION AND IT IS SIGNIFICANT THAT THIS INTEREST COINCIDED WITH 
A MOMENT IN WHICH THE LIFESTYLE SECTIONS OF NEWSPAPERS WERE EXPANDING 
AND PROLIFERATING FILLED IN LARGE PART BY ARTICLES FOCUSING ON THE NATURE 
OF GENDER AND GENDER RELATIONS SEE 'ILL 	
)N ADDITION NOTIONS OF SEXUAL DIFFERENCE WERE FED BY THE EXPLOSION OF 
SELFHELP LITERATURE WHICH ADDRESSED n AT LEAST AS ITS SUBTEXT n THE QUESTION 
OF WHY THE @BATTLE OF THE SEXES CONTINUED DESPITE OR IN SOME ITERATIONS 
BECAUSE OF	 FEMINISM /NE ANSWER RANG OUT LOUD AND CLEARLY FROM MANY 
TEXTS BECAUSE MEN AND WOMEN ARE FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT &EMINISM 
WAS DEEMED TO HAVE LOST ITS WAY WHEN IT TRIED TO IMPOSE ITS IDEOLOGICAL 
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PRESCRIPTIONS ON A NATURE THAT DID NOT FIT WHAT WAS NEEDED SUCH LITERATURE 
ARGUED WAS A FRANK ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DIFFERENCE RATHER THAN ITS DENIAL 
3PEARHEADING THE MOVEMENT OR AT  LEAST  THE PUBLISHING PHENOMENON	 
WAS *OHN 'RAY WHOSE @-ARS AND 6ENUS TEXT 	 SOON BECAME A WHOLE 
INDUSTRY 'RAYS GENIUS WAS IN LOCATING SEXUAL DIFFERENCE AS A PSYCHOLOGICAL 
RATHER THAN ESSENTIALLY BIOLOGICAL MATTER AND TRANSPOSING OLD AND CLICHED 
NOTIONS THROUGH THE NEW AND FRESH METAPHOR OF INTERPLANETARY DIFFERENCE 
WHILE SUPERFICIALLY AT LEAST	 AVOIDING BLAME AND CRITICISM A CLOSER READING 
TELLS A DIFFERENT STORY	
'RAYS WORK HAS BECOME AN  IMPORTANT PART OF POSTFEMINIST MEDIA 
CULTURE IN ITS OWN RIGHT AS WELL AS IN ITS CITATIONS IN OTHER POPULAR CULTURAL 
TEXTS FROM MAGAZINES TO @CHICK LIT AND ITS INAUGURATION OF THE NOTION OF 
INTERPLANETARY	 TRANSLATION 4HE IDEA ALSO FOUND IN MORE EXPRESSLY FEMI
NIST TEXTS SUCH AS $EBORAH 4ANNENS 	 WORK ON LANGUAGE	  IS THAT 
MEN AND WOMEN JUST DO NOT UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER ! LARGE ROLE FOR THE 
POPULAR MEDIA THEN IS TRANSLATING OR MEDIATING MENS AND WOMENS COM
MUNICATION CUSTOMS AND @FUNNY WAYS TO EACH OTHER IN A MANNER ONE 
COULD ARGUE THAT STILL SYSTEMATICALLY PRIVILEGES MALE POWER	
$ISCOURSES OF SEXUAL DIFFERENCE ALSO SERVE TO RE	EROTICIZE POWER RELATIONS 
BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN /N ONE LEVEL THIS SIMPLY MEANS THAT DIFFERENCE 
IS CONSTRUCTED AS SEXY /N ANOTHER DISCOURSES OF NATURAL GENDER DIFFERENCE 
CAN BE USED TO FREEZE IN PLACE EXISTING INEQUALITIES BY REPRESENTING THEM 
AS INEVITABLE AND n IF READ CORRECTLY n AS PLEASURABLE
)RONY AND KNOWINGNESS
.O DISCUSSION OF THE POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY IN THE MEDIA WOULD BE COM
PLETE WITHOUT CONSIDERING IRONY AND KNOWINGNESS )RONY CAN SERVE MANY 
FUNCTIONS )T IS USED IN ADVERTISING TO ADDRESS WHAT 'OLDMAN 	 CALLS 
@SIGN FATIGUE BY HAILING AUDIENCES AS KNOWING AND SOPHISTICATED CONSUMERS 
FLATTERING THEM WITH THEIR AWARENESS OF INTERTEXTUAL REFERENCES AND THE 
NOTION THAT THEY CAN @SEE THROUGH ATTEMPTS TO MANIPULATE THEM )RONY 
IS USED ALSO AS A WAY OF ESTABLISHING A SAFE DISTANCE BETWEEN ONESELF AND 
PARTICULAR SENTIMENTS OR BELIEFS AT A TIME WHEN BEING PASSIONATE ABOUT 
ANYTHING OR APPEARING TO CARE TOO MUCH SEEMS TO BE @UNCOOL !S )AN 0ARKER 
HAS NOTED IN RELATION TO DECLARATIONS OF LOVE THE POSTMODERN AND IRONIC 
VERSION OF @) LOVE YOU MIGHT BE @AS "ARBARA #ARTLAND WOULD SAY h) LOVE 
YOU MADLYv  0ARKER  	 (ERE THE QUOTATION OR REFERENCE SETS 
UP A PROTECTIVE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE SPEAKER AND THE EXPRESSION OF LOVE 
*ACKSON ET AL 	 HAVE ARGUED THAT IRONY MAY OFFER AN INTERNAL DEFENCE 
AGAINST AMBIVALENT FEELINGS AS WELL AS OUTWARDLY REBUTTING CHARGES OF 
TAKING SOMETHING OR WORSE STILL ONESELF	 TOO SERIOUSLY
-OST SIGNIFICANTLY HOWEVER IN POSTFEMINIST MEDIA CULTURE IRONY HAS 
BECOME A WAY OF @HAVING IT BOTH WAYS OF EXPRESSING SEXIST HOMOPHOBIC OR 
OTHERWISE UNPALATABLE SENTIMENTS IN AN IRONIZED FORM WHILE CLAIMING THIS 
WAS NOT ACTUALLY @MEANT )T WORKS IN VARIOUS WAYS !S 7HELEHAN 	 
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AND 7ILLIAMSON 	 HAVE ARGUED THE USE OF RETRO IMAGERY AND NOSTALGIA 
IS A KEY DEVICE IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF CONTEMPORARY SEXISM 2EFERENCING 
A PREVIOUS ERA BECOMES AN IMPORTANT WAY OF SUGGESTING THAT THE SEXISM IS 
SAFELY SEALED IN THE PAST WHILE CONSTRUCTING SCENARIOS THAT WOULD GARNER 
CRITICISM IF THEY WERE REPRESENTED AS CONTEMPORARY )N THE RECENT @(APPY 
$AYS ADVERT FOR #ITROEN # CARS  FOR EXAMPLE  THE FIRST  FRAME SHOWS A 
YOUNG WOMAN HAVING HER DRESS ENTIRELY RIPPED OFF HER BODY TO REVEAL 
HER BRIGHT RED UNDERWEAR WHICH MATCHES THE CAR	 3HE SCREAMS BUT THE 
ACTION SOON MOVES ON AS THE INTEREST IS IN HER BODY NOT HER DISTRESS 4HE 
S ICONOGRAPHY AND SOUNDTRACK FROM THE (APPY $AYS SHOW PROTECTS 
THE ADVERT FROM POTENTIAL CRITICISM IT IS AS IF THE WHOLE THING IS IN IRONIC 
AND HUMOROUS QUOTATION MARKS
4HE RETURN AND REHABILITATION OF THE WORD  @TOTTY  IN POPULAR CULTURE 
MARKS ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THIS ALLOWING MIDDLECLASS TELEVISION PRESENTERS 
TO REFER TO WOMEN IN AN ENTIRELY DEHUMANIZING AND OBJECTIFYING MANNER 
WHILE SUGGESTING THAT THE SEXISM IS NOT MEANT SERIOUSLY 4HE WORD HAS A 
NOSTALGIC QUALITY REDOLENT OF @NAUGHTY SEASIDE POSTCARDS
)RONY CAN OPERATE THROUGH @SILLY NEOLOGISMS 4HIS HAPPENS ROUTINELY IN 
THE LADS MAGAZINES &OR EXAMPLE IN EVALUATING PHOTOGRAPHS OF READERS 
GIRLFRIENDS BREASTS &(- MAKES SUCH COMMENTS AS @IF WERE BEING FUSSY 
RIGHT CHESTICLE IS A TAD LARGER THAN THE LEFT n THE SHEER SILLINESS OF THE TERM 
@CHESTICLE RAISES A SMILE SO THAT ONE MIGHT ALMOST OVERLOOK THE FACT THAT 
THIS IS A COMPETITION @BREAST QUEST	 TO FIND THE @BEST PAIR OF TITS IN "RITAIN 
IN 	
)RONY ALSO FUNCTIONS THROUGH THE VERY EXTREMENESS OF THE SEXISM EX
PRESSED AS THOUGH THE MERE FACT THAT WOMEN ARE COMPARED TO @RUSTY OLD 
BANGERS OR POSED AGAINST EACH OTHER IN THE @DUMBEST GIRLFRIEND COMPETITION 
IS PERVERSELY	 EVIDENCE THAT THERE IS NO SEXISM THE EXTREMENESS OF THE 
SEXISM IS EVIDENCE THAT THERE IS NO SEXISM	 -AGAZINE EDITORS ROUTINELY 
TROT OUT THE LINE THAT IT IS ALL @HARMLESS FUN WHEN DID @HARMLESS AND @FUN 
BECOME YOKED TOGETHER SO POWERFULLY	 !ND SOME ACADEMIC COMMENTATORS 
AGREE $AVID 'AUNTLETT ARGUES THAT THE SEXISM IN SUCH MAGAZINES IS @KNOW
INGLY RIDICULOUS BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT ITS SILLY TO BE SEXIST AND 
THEREFORE IS FUNNY IN A SILLY WAY	  	
9ET IF WE SUSPEND OUR DISBELIEF IN THE NOTION THAT IT IS @JUST A LAUGH 
WE ARE LEFT WITH A FASTGROWING AREA OF MEDIA CONTENT WHICH PROFOUNDLY 
INFLUENCES OTHER MEDIA	  THAT  IS CHILLINGLY MISOGYNIST  INVITING MEN TO 
EVALUATE WOMEN ONLY AS SEXUAL OBJECTS ! RECENT ISSUE OF &(- ASKS MEN 
@(OW MUCH ARE YOU PAYING FOR SEX 2EADERS ARE INVITED TO CALCULATE THEIR 
@OUTGOINGS ON ITEMS SUCH AS DRINKS CINEMA TICKETS AND BUNCHES OF FLOWERS 
AND THEN TO DIVIDE THE TOTAL BY THE NUMBER OF @SHAGS THEYVE HAD THAT MONTH 
IN ORDER TO CALCULATE THEIR @PAY PER LAY 5NDER A FIVER PER SHAG IS @TOO CHEAP n 
SHE IS ABOUT THE SAME PRICE AS THE #AMBODIAN WHORE AROUND a TO a IS 
@ABOUT THE GOING RATE FOR A #YPRIOT TART AND EACH SHAG SHOULD BE COMPARED 
WITH THE VALUE AND PLEASURE TO BE OBTAINED FROM PURCHASING A NEW #$ 
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!NY MORE EXPENSIVE THAN THIS AND THE LAD SHOULD EXPECT A PERFORMANCE 
WORTHY OF A HIGHLYTRAINED SEXY SHOWGIRL 4URNER 	
)T IS HARD TO IMAGINE ANY OTHER GROUP IN SOCIETY BEING SO SYSTEMATICALLY 
OBJECTIFIED ATTACKED AND VILIFIED WITH SO LITTLE OPPOSITION n WHICH TELLS US 
SOMETHING ABOUT THE POWER OF IRONY !NY ATTEMPT TO OFFER A CRITIQUE OF 
SUCH ARTICLES IS DISMISSED BY REFERENCES TO THE CRITICS PRESUMED UGLINESS 
STUPIDITY OR MEMBERSHIP OF  THE  @FEMINIST  THOUGHT POLICE &REQUENTLY 
CRITICISMS ARE PREEMPTED BY COMMENTS WHICH SUGGEST THAT THE ARTICLES 
WRITER IS EXPECTING @BLUNDERING RANTS FROM THE @COUNCIL OF WOMEN )N THIS 
CONTEXT CRITIQUE BECOMES MUCH MORE DIFFICULT n AND THIS IT WOULD SEEM 
IS PRECISELY WHAT IS INTENDED
&EMINISM AND ANTIFEMINISM
&INALLY THIS ARTICLE WILL TURN TO CONSTRUCTIONS OF FEMINISM WHICH ARE AN 
INTEGRAL FEATURE OF THE POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY CONSIDERED HERE /NE OF 
THE THINGS THAT MAKES THE MEDIA TODAY VERY DIFFERENT FROM THE TELEVISION 
MAGAZINES  RADIO OR PRESS OF  THE S S AND EARLY S  IS  THAT 
FEMINISM IS NOW PART OF THE CULTURAL FIELD 4HAT IS  FEMINIST DISCOURSES 
ARE EXPRESSED WITHIN THE MEDIA RATHER THAN SIMPLY BEING EXTERNAL INDE
PENDENT CRITICAL VOICES &EMINISTINSPIRED IDEAS BURST FORTH FROM OUR RADIOS 
TELEVISION SCREENS AND PRINT MEDIA IN 46 DISCUSSIONS ABOUT DATE RAPE AND 
SEXUALIZED IMAGERY IN NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ABOUT WOMENS EXPERIENCES OF 
WAR OR THE INCREASING BEAUTY PRESSURES ON YOUNG GIRLS IN TALK SHOWS ABOUT 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OR ANOREXIA )NDEED IT MIGHT BE ARGUED THAT MUCH OF 
WHAT COUNTS AS FEMINIST DEBATE IN WESTERN COUNTRIES TODAY TAKES PLACE IN 
THE MEDIA RATHER THAN OUTSIDE IT
(OWEVER  IT WOULD BE ENTIRELY  FALSE  TO  SUGGEST  THAT  THE MEDIA HAS 
SOMEHOW BECOME FEMINIST AND HAS ADOPTED UNPROBLEMATICALLY A FEMIN
IST PERSPECTIVE )NSTEAD IT SEEMS MORE ACCURATE TO ARGUE THAT THE MEDIA 
OFFERS CONTRADICTORY BUT NEVERTHELESS PATTERNED CONSTRUCTIONS  )N THIS 
POSTFEMINIST MOMENT AS *UDITH 3TACEY 	 HAS PUT IT FEMINIST IDEAS 
ARE SIMULTANEOUSLY @INCORPORATED REVISED AND DEPOLITICISED AND n LET US 
ADD HERE n ATTACKED !NGELA -C2OBBIE B	 HAS REFERRED TO THIS AS THE 
CONTEMPORARY @DOUBLE ENTANGLEMENT OF NEOLIBERAL VALUES IN RELATION TO 
GENDER SEXUALITY AND FAMILY LIFE AND A FEMINISM THAT IS PART OF COMMON 
SENSE YET ALSO FEARED HATED AND FIERCELY REPUDIATED
7HAT MAKES CONTEMPORARY MEDIA CULTURE DISTINCTIVELY POSTFEMINIST 
RATHER THAN PREFEMINIST OR ANTIFEMINIST IS PRECISELY THIS ENTANGLEMENT OF 
FEMINIST AND ANTIFEMINIST IDEAS 4HIS CAN BE SEEN CLEARLY IN THE MULTIMILLION 
DOLLAR PUBLISHING PHENOMENON OF @CHICK LIT IN THE WAKE OF THE SUCCESS OF 
"RIDGET *ONESS $IARY )N CONTEMPORARY SCREEN AND PAPERBACK ROMANCES 
FEMINISM IS NOT  IGNORED OR EVEN ATTACKED AS  SOME BACKLASH THEORISTS 
MIGHT HAVE IT	 BUT IS SIMULTANEOUSLY TAKEN FOR GRANTED AND REPUDIATED 
! CERTAIN KIND OF LIBERAL FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE IS TREATED AS COMMONSENSE 
WHILE AT THE SAME TIME FEMINISM AND FEMINISTS ARE CONSTRUCTED AS HARSH 
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PUNITIVE AND INAUTHENTIC NOT ARTICULATING WOMENS TRUE DESIRES 4ASKER 
AND .EGRA 	 )N SOME INSTANCES FEMINISM IS  SET UP AS POLICEMAN 
DISALLOWING WOMEN THE PLEASURES OF TRADITIONAL FEMININITY )N A RECENT 
INTERVIEW -ARIAN +EYES AUTHOR OF A SERIES OF SUCCESSFUL @CHICK LIT NOVELS 
REFERS TO HERSELF AS PART OF A @POSTFEMINIST GENERATION THAT GREW UP IN FEAR 
OF BEING @TOLD OFF BY FEMINISTS AND @HAVING EVERYTHING PINK TAKEN OUT OF 
MY HOUSE 3TART THE 7EEK ""# 2ADIO   *UNE 	 4HIS CARICATURE 
CAPTURES WELL WHAT %STHER 3ONNET HAS CALLED THE @NAUGHTY BUT NICE EFFECT 
WHERE @DISAPPROVAL FROM "IG 3ISTER INTENSIFIES THE SECRETGUILTY PLEASURES 
OFFERED TO THE hPOSTFEMINISTv CONSUMER OF THE FORBIDDEN PLEASURES OF THE 
UNRECONSTRUCTED hFEMININEv 3ONNET  	
0ERHAPS THIS ALSO RELATES TO THE PLEASURES OF THE SEXISM IN LAD MAGAZINES 
TARGETED AS THEY ARE AT MEN @WHO SHOULD KNOW BETTER TO USE ,OADEDS 
STRAPLINE	 )T IS PRECISELY THE KNOWINGNESS OF THE @TRANSGRESSION ALONGSIDE 
THE DELIBERATE ARTICULATION OF FEMINIST AND ANTIFEMINIST IDEAS THAT SIGNIFIES 
A POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY
)N SUCH ROMANCES POSTFEMINIST HEROINES ARE OFTEN MUCH MORE ACTIVE 
PROTAGONISTS THAN THEIR COUNTERPARTS IN POPULAR CULTURE FROM THE S AND 
S 4HEY VALUE AUTONOMY BODILY INTEGRITY AND THE FREEDOM TO MAKE 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES (OWEVER WHAT IS INTERESTING IS THE WAY IN WHICH THEY 
SEEM COMPELLED TO USE THEIR EMPOWERED POSTFEMINIST POSITION TO MAKE 
CHOICES THAT WOULD BE REGARDED BY MANY FEMINISTS AS PROBLEMATIC LOCATED 
AS THEY ARE IN NORMATIVE NOTIONS OF FEMININITY 4HEY CHOOSE FOR EXAMPLE 
WHITE WEDDINGS DOWNSIZING GIVING UP WORK OR TAKING THEIR HUSBANDS 
NAME ON MARRIAGE -C2OBBIE B	 /NE READING OF THIS MAY HIGHLIGHT 
THE EXCLUSIONS OF 3ECOND 7AVE FEMINISM SUGGESTING THAT IT REPRESENTS 
THE @RETURN OF THE REPRESSED THE PLEASURES OF DOMESTICITY OR TRADITIONAL 
FEMININITY  (OLLOWS 	 !NOTHER  NOT NECESSARILY  CONTRADICTORY	 
READING MIGHT WANT TO STRESS THE WAYS IN WHICH PREFEMINIST IDEALS ARE 
BEING SEDUCTIVELY	 REPACKAGED AS POSTFEMINIST FREEDOMS 0ROBYN 	 
IN WAYS THAT DO NOTHING TO QUESTION NORMATIVE HETEROSEXUAL FEMININITY 
4WO THINGS ARE CLEAR HOWEVER POSTFEMINISM CONSTRUCTS AN ARTICULATION 
OR SUTURE BETWEEN FEMINIST AND ANTIFEMINIST IDEAS AND THIS IS EFFECTED 
ENTIRELY  THROUGH A GRAMMAR OF  INDIVIDUALISM THAT  FITS PERFECTLY WITH 
NEOLIBERALISM
#ONCLUSION
4HIS ARTICLE HAS ATTEMPTED  TO OUTLINE  THE ELEMENTS OF A POSTFEMINIST 
SENSIBILITY AGAINST A BACKDROP IN WHICH @POSTFEMINISM IS ROUTINELY INVOKED 
BUT RARELY EXPLORED OR SPECIFIED /F NECESSITY THIS OUTLINE HAS BEEN BRIEF 
AND SCHEMATIC HIGHLIGHTING A VARIETY OF  THEMES THAT  TAKEN TOGETHER 
CONSTITUTE A DISTINCTIVELY POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY ) AM CONSCIOUS OF HAVING 
PAID INSUFFICIENT ATTENTION TO DIFFERENCES OF VARIOUS KINDS AND WOULD BE 
INTERESTED  IN EXPLORING THE EXTENT  TO WHICH A POSTFEMINIST  SENSIBILITY 
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RECENTRES BOTH HETEROSEXUALITY AND WHITENESS AS WELL AS FETISHIZING A YOUNG 
ABLEBODIED @FIT UNDERSTOOD AS BOTH HEALTHY AND IN ITS MORE CONTEMPORARY 
SENSE AS @ATTRACTIVE	 FEMALE BODY 4HE WAYS IN WHICH POSTFEMINISM MARKS 
A RACIALIZED AND HETEROSEXUALIZED MODERNIZATION OF FEMININITY REQUIRE 
MUCH MORE ANALYSIS THAN WAS POSSIBLE HERE )N CONCLUSION HOWEVER THIS 
ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS TWO KEY POINTS ABOUT THE SENSIBILITY SKETCHED HERE ITS 
INTIMATE RELATION TO FEMINISM AND TO NEOLIBERALISM
7HAT MAKES A POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY QUITE DIFFERENT FROM BOTH PRE
FEMINIST CONSTRUCTIONS OF GENDER AND FEMINIST ONES IS THAT IT IS CLEARLY A 
RESPONSE TO FEMINISM )N THIS SENSE POSTFEMINISM ARTICULATES A DISTINCTIVELY 
NEW SENSIBILITY 3OME WRITERS HAVE UNDERSTOOD THIS AS A BACKLASH &ALUDI 
 7HELEHAN  7ILLIAMSON 	 BUT ONE COULD ARGUE THAT IT IS 
MORE COMPLEX THAN THIS PRECISELY BECAUSE OF  ITS  TENDENCY TO ENTANGLE 
FEMINIST AND ANTIFEMINIST DISCOURSES &EMINIST IDEAS ARE AT THE SAME TIME 
ARTICULATED AND REPUDIATED EXPRESSED AND DISAVOWED )TS CONSTRUCTIONS OF 
CONTEMPORARY GENDER RELATIONS ARE PROFOUNDLY CONTRADICTORY /N THE ONE 
HAND YOUNG WOMEN ARE HAILED THROUGH A DISCOURSE OF @CANDO GIRL POWER 
YET ON THE OTHER HAND THEIR BODIES ARE POWERFULLY REINSCRIBED AS SEXUAL 
OBJECTS WOMEN ARE PRESENTED AS ACTIVE DESIRING SOCIAL SUBJECTS BUT THEY 
ARE SUBJECT TO A LEVEL OF SCRUTINY AND HOSTILE SURVEILLANCE WHICH HAS NO 
HISTORICAL PRECEDENT
9ET THESE CONTRADICTIONS ARE NOT RANDOM BUT CONTAIN THE SEDIMENTS OF 
OTHER DISCOURSES IN A WAY THAT IS PATTERNED AND AMENABLE TO ELABORATION n 
MUCH AS THIS ARTICLE HAS TRIED TO DO )T IS PRECISELY IN THE APPARENT CONTRADIC
TIONS OF THE POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY THAT THE ENTANGLEMENT OF FEMINIST 
AND ANTIFEMINIST DISCOURSES CAN BE SEEN 4HE PATTERNED NATURE OF  THE 
CONTRADICTIONS IS WHAT CONSTITUTES THE SENSIBILITY ONE IN WHICH NOTIONS OF 
AUTONOMY CHOICE AND SELFIMPROVEMENT SIT SIDEBYSIDE WITH SURVEILLANCE 
DISCIPLINE AND THE VILIFICATION OF THOSE WHO MAKE THE  @WRONG  @CHOICES 
BECOME TOO FAT TOO THIN OR HAVE THE AUDACITY OR BAD JUDGEMENT TO GROW 
OLDER	
4HESE NOTIONS ARE ALSO CENTRAL TO NEOLIBERALISM AND SUGGEST A PROFOUND 
RELATION BETWEEN NEOLIBERAL IDEOLOGIES AND POSTFEMINISM )N RECENT YEARS 
A NUMBER OF WRITERS HAVE EXPLORED NEOLIBERALISM IN ORDER TO HIGHLIGHT THE 
WAYS IN WHICH IT HAS SHIFTED FROM BEING A POLITICAL OR ECONOMIC RATIONALITY 
TO A MODE OF GOVERNMENTALITY THAT OPERATES ACROSS A RANGE OF SOCIAL SPHERES 
"ROWN  2OSE 	 .EOLIBERALISM IS UNDERSTOOD INCREASINGLY AS CON
STRUCTING INDIVIDUALS AS ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTORS WHO ARE RATIONAL CALCULATING 
AND SELFREGULATING 4HE INDIVIDUAL MUST BEAR FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR 
LIFE BIOGRAPHY NO MATTER HOW SEVERE THE CONSTRAINTS UPON THEIR ACTION
(OWEVER WHAT HAS NOT YET BEEN EXAMINED  IS  THE  RELATIONSHIP OF 
NEOLIBERALISM TO GENDER RELATIONS "UT  IT APPEARS  FROM THIS ATTEMPT TO 
MAP THE ELEMENTS OF A POSTFEMINIST SENSIBILITY THAT THERE IS A POWERFUL 
RESONANCE BETWEEN POSTFEMINISM AND NEOLIBERALISM 4HIS OPERATES ON AT 
LEAST THREE LEVELS &IRST AND MOST BROADLY BOTH APPEAR TO BE STRUCTURED 
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BY A CURRENT OF INDIVIDUALISM THAT HAS REPLACED ALMOST ENTIRELY NOTIONS OF 
THE SOCIAL OR POLITICAL OR ANY IDEA OF THE INDIVIDUAL AS SUBJECT TO PRESSURES 
CONSTRAINTS OR INFLUENCE FROM OUTSIDE THEMSELVES 3ECOND IT IS CLEAR THAT 
THE AUTONOMOUS  CALCULATING  SELFREGULATING  SUBJECT OF NEOLIBERALISM 
BEARS A STRONG RESEMBLANCE TO THE ACTIVE FREELY CHOOSING SELFREINVENTING 
SUBJECT OF POSTFEMINISM 4HESE  TWO PARALLELS  SUGGEST  THEN  THAT POST
FEMINISM IS NOT SIMPLY A RESPONSE TO FEMINISM BUT ALSO A SENSIBILITY AT 
LEAST PARTLY CONSTITUTED THROUGH THE PERVASIVENESS OF NEOLIBERAL  IDEAS 
4HIRD HOWEVER IS A CONNECTION WHICH MIGHT IMPLY THAT THE SYNERGY IS 
EVEN MORE SIGNIFICANT IN THE POPULAR CULTURAL DISCOURSES EXAMINED HERE 
WOMEN ARE CALLED ON TO SELFMANAGE AND SELFDISCIPLINE 4O A MUCH GREATER 
EXTENT THAN MEN WOMEN ARE REQUIRED TO WORK ON AND TRANSFORM THE SELF 
REGULATE EVERY ASPECT OF THEIR CONDUCT AND PRESENT THEIR ACTIONS AS FREELY 
CHOSEN #OULD IT BE THAT NEOLIBERALISM IS ALWAYS ALREADY GENDERED AND THAT 
WOMEN ARE CONSTRUCTED AS ITS IDEAL SUBJECTS &URTHER EXPLORATION OF THIS 
INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP IS NEEDED URGENTLY TO ILLUMINATE BOTH POSTFEMINIST 
MEDIA CULTURE AND CONTEMPORARY NEOLIBERAL SOCIAL RELATIONS
.OTES
 3EE 4INCKNELL 	 FOR A NUANCED DISCUSSION OF THIS PHENOMENON
 4HE LANGUAGE OF FEMINISMS SEX WARS IS ALSO UNHELPFUL IN THIS RESPECT 
COUNTERPOSING THE @ANTIPORNOGRAPHY FEMINISTS WITH THE @SEX POSITIVE 
FEMINISTS WITH THE IMPLICATION THAT THOSE WHO ARE AGAINST PORNOGRAPHY ARE 
SOMEHOW LESS THAN POSITIVE ABOUT SEX
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